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Multi-Camera Trajectory Forecasting with
Trajectory Tensors
Olly Styles, Tanaya Guha, and Victor Sanchez
Abstract—We introduce the problem of multi-camera trajectory forecasting (MCTF), which involves predicting the trajectory of a
moving object across a network of cameras. While multi-camera setups are widespread for applications such as surveillance and traffic
monitoring, existing trajectory forecasting methods typically focus on single-camera trajectory forecasting (SCTF), limiting their use for
such applications. Furthermore, using a single camera limits the field-of-view available, making long-term trajectory forecasting
impossible. We address these shortcomings of SCTF by developing an MCTF framework that simultaneously uses all estimated
relative object locations from several viewpoints and predicts the object’s future location in all possible viewpoints. Our framework
follows a Which-When-Where approach that predicts in which camera(s) the objects appear and when and where within the camera
views they appear. To this end, we propose the concept of trajectory tensors: a new technique to encode trajectories across multiple
camera views and the associated uncertainties. We develop several encoder-decoder MCTF models for trajectory tensors and present
extensive experiments on our own database (comprising 600 hours of video data from 15 camera views) created particularly for the
MCTF task. Results show that our trajectory tensor models outperform coordinate trajectory-based MCTF models and existing SCTF
methods adapted for MCTF. Code is available from: https://github.com/olly-styles/Trajectory-Tensors
Index Terms—Trajectory forecasting, multi-camera tracking, person re-identification, multi-camera trajectory forecasting.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
P REDICTING the future trajectory of objects in videos is achallenging problem with multiple application domains
such as intelligent surveillance [1], autonomous driving [2],
person re-identification (RE-ID) [3], and traffic monitoring
[4]. Existing works in this area focus on single-camera trajec-
tory forecasting (SCTF), i.e., predicting a future trajectory of
an object within the same camera view in which the object
is observed [2], [5]–[11]. A critical drawback of the single-
camera settings is that models cannot anticipate when new
objects will enter the scene [12] as they are limited to the
data from a single camera. Furthermore, SCTF methods are
only suitable for short-term trajectory forecasting, typically
1 to 5 seconds [6]–[11], due to the limited field-of-view. The
constraint of a single camera viewpoint must be removed
to overcome these issues. To this end, we introduce multi-
camera trajectory forecasting (MCTF) - a new framework
within trajectory prediction. Given the information about
an object’s location in one or more camera views, we want
to predict its future location across a camera network in all
possible camera views. Fig. 1 presents an overview of the
MCTF framework.
Tracking an object-of-interest across a large camera net-
work requires simultaneously running state-of-the-art al-
gorithms for object detection, tracking, and RE-ID. These
algorithms can be computationally demanding, particularly
for large camera networks. Processing videos at a lower im-
age resolution or frame-rate may reduce the computational
demands, but this often results in missed detections [13].
Alternatively, we may choose to monitor only a subset of
the cameras in a network, resulting in missed detections. A
• The authors are with the Department of Computer Science, University of
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Fig. 1. Multi-camera trajectory forecasting. We introduce a novel
formulation of the trajectory forecasting task which considers multiple
camera views. Companion video: https://youtu.be/IjlNEvKQ634
successful MCTF model can mitigate this issue by preempt-
ing an object’s location in a distributed camera network,
allowing the system to monitor fewer cameras through an
intelligent selection technique. This is distinct from previous
works that use trajectory information for person RE-ID [3]
or vehicle tracking [14] which are reactive to observations
after an object has been observed in multiple camera views.
Our proposed MCTF framework is proactive - it predicts the
future location of an object before it enters the camera view.
We present a deep encoder-decoder approach to MCTF
that introduces the idea of trajectory tensors - a new tech-
nique to encode trajectories across multiple camera views
and the associated uncertainty in future locations. Trajec-
tory tensors are an attractive alternative to the coordinate-
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based trajectory, which is the de facto representation in
existing trajectory forecasting works [6]–[11], with only a
few recent exceptions [15]. Coordinate trajectories represent
the historical and predicted future locations of an object
as a sequence of coordinates. The representation considers
coordinates in the image space in a single-camera view or
world coordinates if a projection is available. In contrast to
the coordinate approach, proposed trajectory tensors divide
viewpoints from several cameras into grid cells with values
indicating an object’s presence or absence. This representa-
tion enables us to intuitively model diverse future locations,
their associated uncertainty, and object locations in an ar-
bitrary number of viewpoints. Trajectory tensors also offer
easy to interpret results that can be visualized easily.
Given an object tracklet in one or more camera view(s),
our MCTF framework comprises the following three tasks:
(i) In which cameras will the object appear next? (ii) When
will the object appear in those cameras? (iii) Where will the
object appear in the identified camera views? We use an
object tracklet of 2 seconds to predict 12 seconds into the
future. Owing to the wide body of complementary literature
on pedestrian detection [16] and person RE-ID [17], we focus
on pedestrians for our MCTF task. Nevertheless, the task,
along with our proposed data representation and model,
can be easily generalized to any moving object.
MCTF and the Warwick-NTU Multi-camera Forecasting
(WNMF) dataset were first introduced in our earlier work
[18]. This work extends our previous work as follows:
• We introduce three problem formulations within the
MCTF framework: which, when, and where (Section 3).
Each task predicts trajectories with more granularity
than the previous.
• We propose trajectory tensors, a new data represen-
tation for multi-camera trajectories (Section 4.1). Tra-
jectory tensors overcome many of the shortcomings
of coordinate trajectories for MCTF.
• We present a deep encoder-decoder for MCTF (Sec-
tion 4.2). Our novel approach, based on trajectory
tensors, outperforms several relevant baselines (Sec-
tion 5).
2 RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
consider trajectory forecasting in a non-overlapping multi-
camera setting. Therefore, we review literature in the most
related fields.
Single-camera trajectory forecasting. Trajectory forecasting
has seen considerable attention in recent years, generally
focusing on forecasting pedestrian trajectories from a birds-
eye viewpoint [19], [20]. Many approaches use recurrent
models such as long short-term memory (LSTM) networks
and focus on extracting features to encode social norms
such as avoiding collisions with others, and group move-
ments [6]–[8]. Other works also consider environmental
constraints [21]. A comparatively small number of works
consider visual features for trajectory forecasting, such as
those extracted from human pose [9], [22] or optical flow
[10] from non-nadir viewpoints. Models are often optimized
using loss functions such as mean squared error (MSE) [9],
[10], [23]. As the distribution of future trajectories is multi-
modal, using the MSE loss heavily penalizes reasonable but
incorrect forecasts, such as turning right rather than left at
an intersection. Rather than using MSE, some works use
an adversarial loss to train models capable of generating
multiple possible future paths using generative adversar-
ial networks (GANs) [7], [8] or variational auto-encoders
(VAEs) [2], [24]. However, evaluating multi-output models
can be challenging, as typically, only a single ground truth
trajectory exists despite multiple plausible futures. Liang et
al. overcome this issue by generating a simulated dataset
where each trajectory has multiple futures [15]. Note that all
of the works mentioned above consider only a single camera
viewpoint at a time.
Person RE-ID. Person RE-ID is the task of identifying an
individual in a set of gallery images given a probe image,
often in a multi-camera setting. Substantial progress has
been made in this area over recent years. For example, on
the commonly used Market [25] benchmark, rank 1 person
RE-ID performance (i.e. correct RE-ID given 1 guess only)
has improved from 47.3% in 2015 [25] to 96.8% in 2020 [26].
Most work on person RE-ID has focused on image-level
matching, and current state-of-the-art methods [27], [28]
exploit this visual cue without other sources of information.
However, image-level similarity matching is just a single
component of a comprehensive RE-ID system. Persons must
first be detected and tracked before matching, which can be
computationally expensive to run simultaneously on a large
network of cameras. Incorporating trajectory information
for RE-ID in a multi-camera setting has seen comparatively
little attention, in part due to a lack of publicly available
datasets. One notable exception is the recent work of Wang
et al. [3]. The authors demonstrate that by retrospectively
utilizing trajectory information and visual features, their
approach can attain state-of-the-art RE-ID results on the
prevalent Duke-MCMT benchmark dataset [29]. The Duke-
MCMT dataset is no longer available to the research com-
munity [30].
Multi-camera surveillance. A typical automated multi-
camera surveillance system consists of detection, tracking,
and RE-ID components to monitor objects-of-interest [31]–
[33]. Scaling such systems to large camera networks can be
challenging due to computational demands. Jain et al. [32]
study the impact of scaling multi-camera tracking to large
networks and show that filtering the search space to high
traffic areas can considerably reduce the search space at only
a small cost in recall. In addition to using the traffic level in
each area, trajectory information has also been used for both
RE-ID [3] and multi-camera tracking [14]. Using trajectories
for these tasks can supplement existing appearance-based
models by providing a second source of information for
matching objects across camera views. However, previous
works [3], [14], [31]–[33] reactively use trajectory informa-
tion, i.e., the object must have already been observed in
multiple camera views. Alternatively, Alahi et al. [34] pre-
dict the origin and destination of pedestrians using a dense
multi-camera setup. The authors use nadir viewpoints and
depth sensors to map tracks to the world coordinate space.
Our method, in contrast, predicts trajectories in the image
space. Our method is therefore applicable to a typical video
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surveillance setup with non-overlapping views and stan-
dard cameras without depth sensors.
3 THE MCTF FRAMEWORK
Consider a typical multi-camera surveillance setup where
a set of k cameras C = {ci}ki=1 are mounted overhead
monitoring objects of interest. Given an object’s bounding
boxes from the previous n timesteps up to the current
timestep t,B(t−n:t) = {B(t−n), · · ·B(t−1), B(t)}, we propose
a hierarchy of MCTF problem formulations.
In which camera(s) will the object appear in the future?
Given B(t−n:t), our task is to identify a subset of C in which
the object may appear at any future timestep, up to a max-
imum of m timesteps. We cast this as a multi-class multi-
label classification problem, where an object can appear in
any number of cameras in C. Our goal is to estimate the
probability of appearance of the object Pa(ci|B(t−n:t)) for
each camera ci ∈ C, where a positive class is a camera
in which the object re-appears. The output is a vector
[Pa(c1|B(t−n:t)), . . . , Pa(ck|B(t−n:t))] of length k.
When will the object appear? The task here is to predict
when the object will reappear within the next m timesteps
in a given camera. Similar to the Which problem, we also
formulate this as a multi-class multi-label problem, where
we compute the joint probability of appearance of the
object Pa(ci, tj |B(t−n:t)) for each camera ci ∈ C at each
timestep tj with j = 1, · · · ,m. The output is a matrix[ Pa(c1,t1|B(t−n:t)) ···
··· Pa(ck,tm|B(t−n:t))
]
of dimension k ×m.
Where will the object appear? This task aims at spatially
localizing the object within a camera view in addition to
which and when. To this end, we divide each camera view
into a w × h grid and predict a probability of appearance
score Pa(ci, tj , gxy|B(t−n:t)) for each grid cell gxy , where
x = 1, · · · , w and y = 1, · · · , h. The output is a tensor
Z of dimension k ×m× w × h containing the probability
of appearance scores Pa(ci, tj , gxy|B(t−n:t)) for each camera
ci ∈ C, timestep tj with j = 1, · · · ,m, and grid cell gxy with
x = 1, · · · , w and y = 1, · · · , h.
It is important to note that this work focuses on model-
ing target locations in a multi-camera setting where accurate
geometry information is not available. We predict the loca-
tion of a single target at a time unless otherwise specified.
4 PROPOSED APPROACH
This section introduces our data representation technique,
i.e., trajectory tensors, our models, and evaluation strategy
for MCTF.
4.1 Trajectory Tensors
Existing works represent trajectories using a coordinate
approach [6]–[8]. Coordinate trajectories are (x, y)t vectors
in the image or world space, representing the location of
an object at a particular timestep t. Sometimes, the width
(w) and height (h) of the object may be also included in the
representation, i.e., (x, y, w, h)t [10], [35].
There are three critical drawbacks to a coordinate trajec-
tory representation:
(i) Standard coordinate-based approaches generally do not
define a null trajectory. This representation can be problem-
atic in real-world scenarios where object coordinates can
become unavailable, such as when the object is occluded, or
the detection algorithm fails. It is particularly problematic
in a multi-camera scenario where objects are not visible in
all camera views simultaneously.
(ii) Coordinate trajectories can only represent a trajectory
as viewed from a single camera. Due to the null trajectory
problem, coordinates cannot be easily generalized to mul-
tiple cameras, unless all objects are simultaneously visible
in all cameras in C, or separate models are created for
each camera. Trajectories can instead be mapped to the
world coordinate space to overcome this issue. However,
this mapping requires accurate measurements of the camera
locations and intrinsic parameters which are not always
available. This work assumes that such information is not
available.
(iii) Finally, coordinate trajectories do not inherently repre-
sent uncertainty, which is intrinsic to the trajectory forecast-
ing task. The space of future trajectories is multi-modal, e.g.,
an object can travel either left or right at a junction. Existing
works address this issue by using generative models to
simulate multiple futures [7], [15], from which a probabil-
ity distribution can be created. Our approach, in contrast,
intuitively models uncertainty in one shot.
To overcome the shortcomings of coordinate trajectory
representation, we introduce the idea of trajectory tensors
- a novel technique for compact representation of multi-
camera trajectories. As shown in Fig. 2, trajectory tensors
are constructed in four steps:
(i) We consider a set of cameras C = {ci}ki=1, where an object
of interest may appear in any number of the cameras in C.
(ii) Each camera ci has an associated detection di represent-
ing the object bounding box, if present.
(iii) We convert each di into a heatmap Hi which is an al-
ternative representation of the object’s location. A heatmap
is a matrix of size w × h, where each entry is a binary value
indicating the presence or absence of the object in this grid
cell. A single object may span any number of grid cells,
depending on its size.
(iv) Finally, the heatmaps Hi for each of the k cameras are
stacked along the camera dimension, and computed for t
timesteps. We also smooth each heatmap using a Gaussian
kernel. The result is a trajectory tensor, Z, of dimension
k × t × w × h, where each entry is a value between 0
and 1. Z represents the trajectory of an object in multiple
camera views simultaneously and can be used to represent
both past (inputs) and future (predicted) object locations.
Encoding object locations as trajectory tensors allows us to
elegantly represent objects in multiple cameras. Trajectory
tensors enable the representation of null trajectories rather
than discarding this data or using placeholder values.
Trajectory tensors share similarities with the grid-cell
representation proposed recently by Liang et al. [15]; how-
ever, our proposed encoding includes multiple camera
views. Besides, objects represented using trajectory tensors
may span multiple grid cells, which allows us to account for
variability in object scale. Object scale is not considered in
most SCTF works [6]–[8], [15], but is a critical component in
our framework.
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Fig. 2. Trajectory tensors. Our proposed trajectory tensors are an
intuitive data representation capable of representing object trajectories
in multiple camera views, null trajectories, and associated uncertainty.
4.2 MCTF models
Existing trajectory forecasting methods such as Social-LSTM
[6], Social-GAN [7], and SoPhie [8] are designed for SCTF
using datasets with birds-eye view cameras [19], [20] that
do not include object scale. Although the methods proposed
in [9] and [10] forecast object scale in addition to location,
they are also designed for SCTF; hence direct comparison
for MCTF is not possible. To compare with these existing
works, we adapt the methods proposed in [9] and [10]
to our MCTF framework. These models, along with new
approaches based on trajectory tensors, are summarized in
Fig. 3. Each neural network-based model is comprised of
a combination of fully-connected, recurrent, and convolu-
tional layers. Inspired by fully-convolutional networks for
semantic segmentation [36], we use transposed convolu-
tional layers when predicting trajectory tensors as targets.
Due to the large number of neural network models intro-
duced in this section, we introduce each briefly and provide
full details of the architectures needed to reproduce our
results in the supplementary materials.
Coordinate trajectory approaches
Here we present our coordinate trajectory approaches which
are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Due to the lack of data
representations for coordinate trajectories in multiple cam-
era views, our coordinate trajectory approaches each use a
separate model for each camera, resulting in k models.
GRU. Recurrent networks have been a prevalent approach
for trajectory forecasting in a single camera. We use an
adapted version of STED [10], a method for SCTF which
uses gated recurrent units (GRUs) with an encoder-decoder
architecture. The model proposed in the original work uses
two encoders, one for bounding box coordinates, and an-
other which uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
extract motion information from optical flow. We use only
the bounding box encoder for a fair comparison as other
methods do not use visual features. For the which task, we
use a fully-connected classification layer. For the when task,
we use another GRU as a decoder with 128 hidden units
followed by a fully connected classification layer. For the
where task, the decoder GRU is followed by 2D transposed
convolutional (tCNN) layers for spatial upsampling.
LSTM. Our LSTM model is the same as our GRU, with an
alternative recurrent unit for both encoder and decoder.
1D-CNN. 1D-CNNs have received some attention as an al-
ternative to the de facto recurrent models for tasks involving
time series [37], including trajectory forecasting [9]. We use
the encoder architecture proposed by Yagi et al. [9], with
modified decoders adapted for the MCTF formulation. For
the which task, we use a fully-connected classification layer.
For the when task, we use 1D transposed convolutional
layers as a decoder with four layers. For the where task,
the 1D transposed convolutional layers are followed by
2D transposed convolutional layers for spatial upsampling.
Similarly to STED, we use only the trajectory feature extrac-
tor for a fair comparison with other methods.
Trajectory tensor approaches
Here we present our trajectory tensor approaches which
are shown in Fig. 3 (c), (d), and (e). Our proposed repre-
sentation enables efficient modeling of object trajectories
across multiple camera views. Therefore, each approach
consists of a single unified model for all cameras, which
is less cumbersome and more scalable than the multi-model
approach using coordinate trajectories.
3D-CNN. We use a 3D-CNN with four layers for spatio-
temporal feature extraction. 3D convolutions can simultane-
ously extract spatial and temporal features and have seen
some success for tasks such as action recognition [38].
2D-1D-CNN. We use a CNN consisting of three 2D con-
volutional and pooling layers for spatial feature extraction,
followed by three 1D convolutional and pooling layers for
temporal feature extraction. Using separate 2D and 1D con-
volutional layers rather than 3D layers reduces the number
of network parameters and is inspired by existing models
for video classification [39].
CNN-GRU. We train a convolutional auto-encoder to re-
duce a trajectory tensor at a single timestep (size k×w×h) to
a feature vector of size 128. This encoding is then used as the
input to a GRU which predicts future feature vectors, which
are decoded as shown in Fig. 3 (e). The auto-encoder is first
pre-trained until convergence and then trained end-to-end
with the GRU. This architecture is inspired by [40], which
uses a similar strategy of forecasting future convolutional
features for predicting future instance segmentation maps.
4.3 Evaluation strategy
Due to the high levels of uncertainty and the multi-modal
nature of the MCTF, traditional SCTF metrics such as av-
erage and final displacement errors are not well-suited to
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Fig. 3. MCTF models. We introduce 2 coordinate-trajectory based (left) and 3 trajectory-tensor based (right) approaches for MCTF. (a) A recurrent
encoder-decoder adapted from [10]. (b) A 1D-CNN adapted from [9]. (c) A CNN approach with separated layers for spatial and temporal feature
extraction. (d) A CNN approach with 3D convolutions for extracting spatial and temporal features simultaneously. (e) A hybrid CNN-GRU approach
which uses a CNN to extract spatial features which are passed to an GRU for extracting temporal features. Note that for coordinate trajectory
models, a separate model is created for each camera. In contrast, trajectory tensor models use a single unified model for all cameras. Each model
is trained with either the which, when, or where MCTF formulation.
MCTF without modification. Some works generate multiple
trajectories and select the one most similar to the ground
truth [7]; however, this evaluation method is optimistic as
performance comparable to sophisticated methods can be
obtained using a simple constant velocity model that gener-
ates trajectories with high variance [41]. We instead compute
the average precision (AP) for all problem formulations.
We plot precision-recall curves rather than ROC curves.
We find ROC to be an overly-optimistic metric due to the
considerable class imbalance between the positive (object
presence) and negative (no object presence) classes. We
defineAPwhich,APwhen, andAPwhere for the three problem
definitions respectively.
The AP metrics provide a holistic interpretation of model
performance but are not easy to interpret. Therefore, we
propose two new metrics for MCTF evaluation, the soft-
intersection-over-union (SIOU ) for the when and where
problem formulations. The SIOU for evaluating the when














where C+ and T + are sets of true positive cameras and
timesteps, respectively. ŷct ∈ (0, 1) is the predicted value for
the presence the object in camera c at timestep t. Intuitively,
SIOUwhen is a value between 0 and 1, representing the
temporal overlap between the predicted and ground truth
timesteps for all cameras where the individual appears.

















where G+ is the set of grid cells where the individual is
present. SIOUwhere is similarly a value between 0 and
1 representing the spatial overlap between predicted and
ground truth grid cell locations for all true positive cameras
and timesteps.
In addition to our new metrics, we also adapt the
standard average displacement error (ADE) and final dis-
placement error (FDE) metrics used widely in the SCTF
literature [5]–[8]. We refer to these metrics as ADEwhere
and FDEwhere hereinafter to distinguish them from their
SCTF counterparts. We compute a single coordinate value












ym · rmy ))), (3)
where M is the sum of all elements in Hi. Note that Hi de-
notes a heatmap for camera i at a single timestep. rmx and r
m
y
respectively denote the x and y positions of the mth element
in Hi. This value corresponds to the centroid of the target
bounding box in the image space. As a target can appear
in more than one camera view, we compute ADEwhere and
FDEwhere separately for each camera the target appears
and take the mean. ADEwhere and FDEwhere are valid for
the where problem formulation.
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we introduce the evaluation dataset, baseline
approaches, and assess the performance of each model for
the which, when, and where tasks.
5.1 Warwick-NTU multi-camera forecasting dataset
We use the Warwick-NTU Multi-camera Forecasting
(WNMF) dataset to train and evaluate each model. WNMF
is collected specifically for MCTF using 15 cameras in a
building on the Nanyang Technological University campus
and contains both overlapping and non-overlapping views
recorded over 20 days. The dataset consists of cross-camera
trajectories where an individual departs from one camera
view and then re-appears in another after no more than 12
seconds. An individual may also be visible in any number
of other camera views during this tracking period.
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A single individual is labeled for each cross-camera
trajectory, and interactions between individuals are limited
due to low person density (1.41 individuals per camera per
frame on average). Person bounding boxes are generated
using pre-trained detection [42] and tracking [43] algorithms
and manually verified to be accurate. A human annotator
verifies that each track consists of bounding boxes judged
to have an IOU of ≥0.5 with the ground truth box. We do
not provide identity labels; however, in practice, we observe
that many cross-camera trajectories are unique identities
due to the long period of data collection. We add two
extensions to the dataset compared to our previous release:
(i) Multi-viewpoint departures. The original dataset consists
of matches across pairs of cameras. We add new anno-
tations for overlapping viewpoints where an individual
is visible in multiple cameras simultaneously. (ii) Cleaned
annotations. The original dataset contains 2.3K cross-camera
matches; however, several erroneous matches have been
manually removed, leaving 2.0K matches. The erroneous
matches are caused by high visual similarity between differ-
ent persons during labeling. To verify cross-camera tracks,
a human annotator reviews the track pairs proposed by
the annotation procedure outlined in [18] by referring to
the camera network topology along with the appearance
timestamps. Any tracks deemed to be false matches are
discarded. More details on the dataset and semi-automated
annotation procedure can be found in our previous work
[18]. We use a robust 5-fold cross-validation setup in all
experiments that follow, where training and testing sets
contain footage recorded on different days. The WNMF
dataset is available to download from https://github.com/
olly-styles/Multi-Camera-Trajectory-Forecasting.
5.2 Baseline approaches
In addition to the models introduced in Section 4.2, we also
evaluate several baselines.
Shortest real-world distance. We use the physical distance
between cameras in the real world and predict the camera
closest to the current camera. This baseline applies to the
which formulation only.
Training set mean. We consider all training set observations
for a particular camera and take the mean of all ground truth
labels in the training set.
Most similar trajectory. We find the most similar trajectory
in terms of L2 distance in the same camera from the training
set to the observed trajectory and predict the same label.
Hand-crafted features. We extract some features from the
bounding boxes and classify them with a fully-connected
network. Our 10-dimensional hand-crafted feature vector
contains velocity in x and y direction, acceleration in x and y
direction, last observed bounding box height and width, and
its four coordinates. We compute all features with respect to
the 2D coordinate system as captured by the camera.
5.3 Which camera will they appear?
Experimental setup. We use our proposed network archi-
tectures (Fig. 3) and baselines (Section 5.2). For the coordi-
nate trajectory approaches, we train a separate model for
each camera. To adapt the SCTF models for MCTF, we
TABLE 1
Which results. Given observations from one camera, each model
predicts which camera(s) the person will re-appear.
Model APwhich (↑)
Baselines
Shortest real-world distance 45.4
Training set mean 68.9












leave encoders unchanged and change decoders to fully-
connected output layers of size 15, the number of cameras
in the WNMF dataset. We use a binary cross-entropy loss
function with a sigmoid activation function at the output
layer. The activation maps each output to a value between 0
and 1, representing the appearance of the individual in each
camera. Coordinate trajectory and trajectory tensor models
are trained with the Adam optimizer using learning rates
of 1× 10−3 and 1× 10−4, respectively. Coordinate trajec-
tory encoders extract a feature vector of size 128, whereas
trajectory tensor approaches extract a feature vector of size
512 as a single encoder is shared across all cameras and
therefore requires larger representation capacity. All models
are trained using a batch size of 64. We experiment with 3
sizes of input heatmap H : 16× 9, 32× 18, and 48× 27. We
use a Gaussian smoothing kernel size σ between 0 and 4,
chosen using cross-validation. The impact of changing these
parameters is investigated in Section 5.6.
Results. The APwhich for each model is shown in Table 1
and precision-recall plots are shown in Fig. 4 (left). Coordi-
nate trajectory approaches outperform our 4 baselines, and
trajectory tensor approaches perform the best.
5.4 When will they appear?
Experimental setup. We use the same encoders for evaluat-
ing when, with either 1D-transposed convolutional layers or
recurrent unit for decoding as shown in Fig. 3. Each model is
trained with the binary cross-entropy loss, and the trajectory
tensor models are trained with the same hyperparameters as
the which problem formulation.
Results. The APwhen and SIOUwhen for each model are
shown in Table 2, and precision-recall plots are shown in
Fig. 4 (center). We observe a similar trend to the results of
the which task, with the 3D-CNN trajectory tensor model
performing best. Some baseline methods perform well in
terms of SIOUwhen, but poorly in terms of APwhen. This
result suggests the most similar trajectory baseline effec-
tively predicts the correct time window an individual will
be visible in the target camera but often predicts the wrong
camera.
5.5 Where will they appear?
Experimental setup. We use the same target heatmap size
of 16 × 9 regardless of the input heatmap size for a fair
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Fig. 4. Precision-recall plots. Precision and recall of each model for all three problem formulations. Best viewed in colour.
TABLE 2
When results. Given observations from one camera, each model
predicts in which camera(s) the person will re-appear, and in which
timesteps they will be present.
Model APwhen (↑) SIOUwhen (↑)
Baselines
Training set mean 61.7 40.0
Most similar trajectory 46.6 56.7











comparison. We use this small heatmap size to reduce
computational complexity, and 16×9 is the smallest possible
while maintaining the original aspect ratio of the video
frames. The output trajectory tensor is, therefore, of size
[15×60×16×9]. We do not apply Gaussian smoothing to the
ground truth trajectory tensor targets. We use transposed
convolutional layers to upsample extracted feature vectors
to trajectory tensor outputs, representing an individual’s
future location. These are 3D transposed convolutions in
the 3D-CNN model, and 2D transposed convolutions in the
CNN-GRU and 2D-1D CNN models. The trajectory tensor
models are trained with the same hyperparameters as in
Section 5.3, again using the binary cross-entropy loss.
Results. Results for each model are shown in Table 3 and
precision-recall plots are shown in Fig. 4 (right). Note that
due to the considerably increased complexity of the Where
problem formulation compared to the others, the AP is
much lower. Results for this problem formulation are more
mixed than for the Which and When, and some methods
perform well on one metric but poorly on others. For exam-
ple, the hand-crafted feature baseline performs the best in
terms of ADEwhere and FDEwhere, but poorly in terms of
APwhere. Unlike the APwhere metric, the displacement error
and SIOUwhere metrics do not take into account erroneous
predictions in camera views that the target does not appear.
Therefore, this result suggests that the hand-crafted features
baseline accurately forecasts the target trajectory but incor-
rectly assigns a high likelihood to the target appearing in
other camera views.
5.6 Additional experiments
Multi-view trajectory tensors. Our proposed trajectory
tensor data representation enables us to model the same
individual captured in multiple camera views. To study the
impact of multiple camera views, we train our trajectory
tensor-based models using only one of the available views,
i.e., we set each heatmap at each timestep to the zero matrix
for all but one of the camera channels c ∈ Z. The results in
Table 4 show a comparison of our trajectory tensor models
with a single-view trajectory (each heatmap is 0 for all but
one of the cameras c ∈ Z) and a multi-view trajectory
(where more than one of the camera channels c ∈ Z may
be non-zero). The results show that the models can exploit
the location information available in multiple camera views.
Heatmap size and smoothing. We investigate the impact
of heatmap size and standard deviation of the Gaussian
filter for smoothing. Larger heatmap sizes afford models
more representation power at the cost of a larger number
of parameters and a tendency to overfit the training data.
On the other hand, smoothing has a regularizing effect by
reducing the impact of errors during the detection and track-
ing stages. We suggest, therefore, that both heatmap size
and smoothing σ should be tuned in tandem. Fig. 5 shows
the impact of heatmap size and smoothing σ. The results
confirm our intuition that larger heatmap sizes generally
benefit from more smoothing.
Multi-target multi-camera trajectory forecasting. Thus far,
we have focused on the problem of single-target MCTF,
where models predict the trajectory of a single target. We
extend this to multi-target MCTF, allowing us to predict
multiple targets. The WNMF dataset, as first introduced in
[18] does not contain multi-target MCTF labels, so we first
generate a new set of annotations amenable to multi-target
MCTF. As we start our trajectory predictions when a target
departs from a particular camera view, we group trajectories
into multi-target groups where each target departs at a
similar time. Specifically, we group trajectories into bins of
2 seconds (10 timesteps), such that targets with trajectories
ending within 2 seconds of each other are considered multi-
target trajectories. As we predict the future trajectory using
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TABLE 3
Where results. Given observations from one camera, each model predicts which camera(s) the person will re-appear, in which timesteps they will
be present, and where in the camera view they will appear. Best results are highlighted in bold typeface, second best are underlined.
Model APwhere (↑) SIOUwhere (↑) ADEwhere (↓) FDEwhere(↓)
Baselines
Training set mean 28.4 14.4 226.1 260.4
Most similar trajectory 11.8 29.8 312.9 375.4
Hand-crafted features 25.5 20.2 216.2 255.2
Coordinate
trajectories
LSTM 16.3 8.7 285.9 365.5
GRU 16.5 8.8 286.0 366.0
1D-CNN 16.4 8.6 287.2 368.1
Trajectory
tensors
2D-1D-CNN 34.5 22.6 225.9 265.8
3D-CNN 37.4 22.9 223.3 279.2
CNN-GRU 22.4 12.8 280.1 351.7
TABLE 4
Multi-view trajectory tensor results. Comparison of single-view and
multi-view trajectories. Observing a trajectory in multiple camera views
improves model performance for the Which and Where tasks.
Model Multi-viewtrajectories APwhich (↑) APwhen (↑) APwhere(↑)
2D-1D-CNN
No 81.8 76.6 37.4
Yes 87.1 77.4 34.5
3D-CNN
No 83.0 77.1 38.8
Yes 87.5 79.0 37.4
CNN-GRU
No 83.4 68.4 23.6
Yes 86.1 69.1 22.4
2 seconds of past data, grouping trajectories in this way
ensures that trajectories overlap temporally for at least one
timestep. Trajectories may be visible in either the same or
different camera views to other trajectories in the same
multi-target group. To focus on the multi-target problem, we
discard trajectories where only one target is visible, resulting
in 58 data samples, containing a total of 119 trajectories,
an average of 2.05 trajectories per sample. The maximum
number of trajectories in a single data sample is 4. Due
to the small size of the multi-target subset (119 trajectories
compared to 1967 in the full dataset), results should be
treated with caution.
We evaluate our trained models and baselines on
the multi-target subset of WNMF. We use 5-fold cross-
validation, using a model trained on data collected on
different days to the test set. For our baselines and co-
ordinate trajectory approaches, we process each trajectory
sequentially. As our trajectory tensor-based approaches use
a single unified model for all camera views, we process the
multi-target trajectories in parallel by stacking trajectories
along the batch dimension. Therefore, the input trajectory
tensors are of dimension b × k × t × w × h, where b is the
number of targets, and other dimensions are the same as
described in Section 4.1. Stacking inputs along the batch
dimension enables us to simultaneously predict for any
arbitrary number of targets that can fit into system memory.
Note that we do not attempt to model interactions between
targets here due to the small size of the multi-target subset.
Results for multi-target MCTF are shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5
Multi-target multi-camera trajectory forecasting results.
Comparison of each model on a multi-target subset of the WNMF
dataset. Trajectory tensor models stack multi-targets across an








Shortest real-world distance 39.5 N/A N/A
Training set mean 63.9 56.8 28.6
Most similar trajectory 58.6 40.7 12.2
Hand-crafted features 48.0 36.6 10.0
Coordinate
trajectories
LSTM 77.8 73.1 19.5
GRU 73.5 72.3 20.7
1D-CNN 75.3 71.6 20.2
Trajectory
tensors
2D-1D-CNN 70.8 70.6 33.4
3D-CNN 80.0 63.3 30.2
CNN-GRU 46.9 36.3 18.0
5.7 Discussion and applications
Our results show that learned models using either coor-
dinate trajectories or trajectory tensors as inputs generally
outperform other baselines at the three tasks in the MCTF
framework. Representing trajectories as tensors allows us
to model relative object locations in multiple camera views
simultaneously, which generally improves MCTF perfor-
mance when used as inputs and provides an intuitive way
to represent multi-modal futures when used as targets. Tra-
jectory tensors are also more elegant than using coordinate
trajectories in an MCTF setting, as a single model can be
used rather than creating separate models for each camera.
Note that our approach and other baselines require that the
camera network is the same at training and testing time.
We find that the 3D-CNN architecture consistently per-
forms the best across MCTF tasks. 3D-CNNs have tradi-
tionally only seen notable success in settings where vast
amounts of data are available for training [38]. However, in
our setting, we use resolutions of up to 48 × 27 rather than
the 224× 224 or higher commonly used in activity recogni-
tion, which considerably reduces the number of parameters
and facilitates training on smaller datasets.
The benefits of the MCTF framework are fourfold: (i)
Long-term forecasting. This is possible by removing the
constraint of a single camera viewpoint. (ii) Intelligent
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Fig. 5. Heatmap size and smoothing. Impact on results of using
different heatmap sizes and levels of smoothing (σ). Results shown are
computed by 5 fold cross validation.
camera monitoring. When tracking a particular object-of-
interest across a camera network, a subset of cameras may
be monitored intelligently using the predictions from an
MCTF model rather than continually monitoring all cam-
eras. (iii) Enhanced tracking. Location predictions may be
used in conjunction with a RE-ID model for more robust
multi-camera tracking. (iv) Robustness to camera failure.
Predicting an individual’s location in multiple camera views
adds redundancy; i.e., a target may still be identified in the
event that one or more cameras on the network are no longer
operational.
6 CONCLUSION
We have developed a complete framework for MCTF for-
mulated in a hierarchy of three spatio-temporal localization
tasks: In which camera, when, and where will the object(s)
appear? Our work is the first to address the challenges of
trajectory forecasting in a multi-camera environment. We
introduced the idea of the trajectory tensor - a new trajectory
representation that facilitates the encoding of multi-camera
trajectories and associated uncertainty. Trajectory tensors are
an attractive alternative to the traditional coordinate trajec-
tory representation used in previous works. Our proposed
MCTF models based on trajectory tensors show promising
results on our WNMF database, and we hope to evaluate
in more settings when more datasets for MCTF become
available. We envision our MCTF model will enhance multi-
camera surveillance systems, complementing existing mod-
els for person RE-ID and multi-camera tracking.
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